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Introduction
The advent of spring has brought much warmer weather and, of course,
rain. Even though we have not had much rain, what has fallen has brought
much needed relief after the big fire in August. Jimmy covered the details
of that fire superbly in his last blog post. We wait in anticipation of what
the summer rains will bring. There are grumblings of a possible El Nino
event this rainy season, which could result in earlier rains and then a hot
dry spell during the peak rainfall period.
This spring newsletter is a bit of a bumper issue as there are many items to
be covered spanning the period from the autumn newsletter until now. A
large portion of this newsletter will cover the special projects, which took
place in August and early September. The work completed by Gerald
Chapman and his team from Bamboo Rock Construction certainly is a
positive game changer for Finsbury Estate. The work on the roads and
fishing waters has improved the overall experience of the farm. It certainly
was a mammoth task and we are grateful to Gerald for his oversight in
seeing the projects completed to a very high standard.
There have also been some exciting developments within the staff village.
New bedrooms and bathrooms have been constructed. These facilities were
not built in order to expand our staff compliment, but it is part of our
commitment to continually improve the living quarters of our current staff.
We are happy to welcome Reeve Jobson to the Finsbury community.
Reeve bought his share at Kliprots Creek (unit 24) from Wayne
Christenson.
We look forward to seeing you soon.
Don, Anne & Rose MacCrimmon
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Special projects
Access road
The road was in a terrible condition before work commenced. Due to the nature of the bad road, it could not just
be fixed by grading it. Material had to be dug from numerous borrow pits along the whole length of the road and
placed on the road. Unfortunately the geology of the area does not provide us with the most ideal material to
work with, but the team still managed to complete an excellent job. There were patches that did break up into
powder soon after the initial work, but coupled with a small shower of rain and the team reworking those patches
on their way out, those patches are now in good condition. It is worth observing that the areas that do get
powdery are on corners and water humps. These two areas are typically where cars either speed up or slow
down. Conscientious driving can go a long way to protecting a road surface. Driving slower and avoiding sharp
breaking and fast accelerating will help to ensure the longevity of the road.

AFTER

BEFORE

Miners Cottage Road
It is so exciting to have had this
road opened up again. It will
allow us to do much needed
maintenance on the Cottage and
open up a whole new
opportunity for implementing
controlled burns. However, this
road is still out of bounds until
further notice. Work on the
stream crossings and water
diversion humps need to be
done before access is allowed.

BEFORE

AFTER
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K33
This dam broke in the 2012 floods. The old spillway was not big enough to allow the excess amount of water to
pass through. The water level got so high then that it spilled over the dam wall in an area where there was no
protection for the wall, which caused the wall to break. Gerald and his team repaired the breach with material from
the original borrow pit. The original borrow pit had grown over with vegetation and so was not easily visible before
the reconstruction took place. The breach was repaired by applying significant quantities of soil and rolling it in
order to compact it. To avoid the wall breaking with future flood events, two preventative measures were
incorporated into the design and reconstruction of the dam. The first measure was to reroute the water flow path
from the original spillway. The new route is wider and deeper than the old one and will handle higher volumes of
water. The second measure put in place was the addition of a second spillway. The second spillway was placed
where the breach was reconstructed. At the time of writing, work by the Finsbury field team is taking place to cover
this spillway with rock packed mattresses. The mattresses are in place to avoid the earth wall from water erosion.
Another new feature of the dam is an island. The island adds character to the dam and once it has vegetated may
become a favorite nesting site for birds, due to the protection provided by the surrounding water. Already, we are
starting to see grass grow back on the dam wall and dam verges. After a couple of rainy seasons it will be very
attractive and the dam will be a fully functional ecosystem with riparian vegetation, insects, birds and of course
trout. Please note that this dam is out of bounds while work is progressing, notice will be given when it has been
stocked with fish and open to explore.
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K9

BEFORE
Arguably this is the most impressive feat performed by the BRC team on Finsbury. Weeks before work commenced,
the spillway was broken and the dam drained. In the history of Finsbury Estate this was the largest de-silting exercise
to have ever been undertaken. There was no manual for this task. When the excavator started clearing the silt bed away
an unforeseen challenge welled up from the depths. An incredible amount of ground water began to fill the basin
where the trucks were clearing. It was filling up so fast that the big sludge pump had to be used in order to pump the
water out so that the machinery could continue operating. Once this initial obstacle was overcome, the team found a
rhythm and progress moved steadily, not without other difficulties though.
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The tailgates of the tipper trucks regularly jammed due to the amount of mud that they were carrying and the pumped
water from the dam discolored the river going downstream. It took seven days to complete and a total of 5600m3 (560
truck loads) of silt was removed from the dam! The silt was placed in three areas. The first area was the old section of
road between K11 and K13 that washed away in the 2012 floods, the second and third areas were the old mine
diggings in front of Finsbury House. In order for the trucks to deliver their loads to these sites, temporary roads had to
be opened. These roads are now out of bounds to vehicles and the entrances have been closed off with rocks. The
disturbed areas will be allowed to rehabilitate. With the small amount of rain that we have had already, there are
visible grass shoots pushing through. Once the de-silting was finished, the spillway had to be reconstructed and it was
decided to place pipes in the wall so that future maintenance work can take place. The pipes would also allow the
water level downstream to be maintained during this season of low water levels. Once the rains come and there is
excess water, the pipes will be closed to allow the dam to fill up. Please note that there is still further work to be done
on K9’s wall. Previous floods have eroded away the downstream side of the wall, causing a steep and dangerous drop
off to be formed. A rope has demarcated where this drop off is, please proceed with caution along the wall if you are
on foot or in a vehicle.

AFTER

Other Kliprots weirs
After K33 was completed and the machines made their way back down the valley towards K9, they stopped at several
easily accessible weirs along the way. The excavator was able to remove large quantities of silt and rock from these
weirs. Weirs that received this treatment include K13, K14, K18, K24, K25 and K32. Where vegetation was removed
in order for the excavator to get access, the Finsbury field team have already replanted grass in order to re-establish
ground cover. All the material that was removed from these weirs was deposited at the old borrow pit next to the
Kliprots road. This borrow pit has long being aesthetically displeasing and several requests have been made to
rehabilitate it. The material deposited here was not enough to fill the pit but it was shaped into a bowl shaped form. As
with the other disturbed areas signs of life have begun to show, grass is shooting through. When the rains come this
depression will fill up with water and depending on how well it holds the water, we may plant water loving reeds and
sedges and create a new wetland.
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Steenkamps
Since the 2012 floods, only S6 & S7 have been
available to fisher folk in the Steenkamps valley.
Many weirs were either swept away by the floods or
filled up completely with silt and rock. S8 was
particularly bad, the level of rock and silt was
actually higher than the weir wall itself! This weir
was one of the three priority projects, along with K33
& K9. It was an easier weir to fix compared to the
other two, due to the smaller volume of material
needed to be removed and due to the fact that the
material consisted of mostly rock it was easier to
transport. Some of this material was placed on the
road in the nearby vicinity, while most of it was
placed in the older miner’s hole nearby. This hole
had once been a good fishing hole, but years of
siltation had taken place and it had become quite
shallow. As with the other disturbed areas, the access
road to this hole has been closed off and it will be
allowed to vegetate over. As with K33, an island was
made in the middle of S8 to bring character into the
weir. This has been planted with grass and a bridge
will be put in place. After S8, two new pools between
S7 & S8 were opened up. These beautiful new pools
are now S8 & S9, which changes the old S8 to S10.
After these new pools the excavator made its way
back down the valley and stopped off at S6 & S7 in
order to remove what silt it could within reach of the
road. When these two were complete, work was done
on each pool where the road crossed the river. A total
of five small pools were made deeper this way. In
total, this work has expanded the fishing options in
this valley considerably.

NEW S8

S8 BEFORE

S8 (NOW S10) AFTER

NEW S9
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Whisky River
Only three weirs received attention on the Whisky,
W11, W12 & W17. All three weirs were easily
accessible from the access roads. The focus of the
work here was to deepen the pools without enlarging
the footprint of the pool. W17 in particular is now a
very deep natural looking pool. Grass has been
planted alongside the bank, which will protect the
riverbank and provide cover to fisher folk while they
stalk their trout.
Another weir that has been worked on this winter is
W1, but this has been handwork. This weir is
downstream from the Shark Tank and so this time of
year the water level is very low. Once the rains come
and the water levels pick this will be a lovely fishing
weir.

W17

Internal roads
While all the work was been done on the weirs and
dams the grader and the roller were hard at work
on the internal roads. Unlike the access road there
was not much need for extra material to be
deposited on the road. A few sections on the
Whisky, Majubane and Steenkamps roads received
loads of material but for the most part the grader
was able to utilize what was on the road surface
and scrape from the road verge. The roads up every
valley except South Valley were fixed.
Unfortunately due to time and budget we were
unable to fix each road in its entirety. The Kliprots
road was fixed until K33, the Steenkamps road was
fixed until S10 and the Majubane road was fixed to
a point just short of M27. The remaining sections
of unfixed roads will be attended to by the
Finsbury field team.
However, with the improvement of the roads there
is a concern that speeding will take place. We ask
that you please adhere to the speed limit of
30km/h, even slower around some of the blind
corners. Safety of fellow members, staff and
wildlife are our primary concern but speeding can
also deteriorate a road at a faster rate.
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Staff
Village Upgrades
The improvement of the accommodation facilities in the
staff village will occur as multiple phases. We are
pleased to announce that phase 1 is now complete. The
primary objective is to convert the current communal
ablution facilities into upgraded ablution cubicles. In
order to reach this objective, we have had to build two
new rooms and bathrooms, which will then allow us to
utilize the two bedrooms next to the current communal
facilities. Phase 1 was thus the two new bedrooms with
two ablution cubicles.
These new bedrooms and ablution cubicles were built at
the top end of the village alongside two existing rooms.
An added benefit is the fact that the occupants of the
existing rooms do not need to walk all the way down to
the old communal facilities. A solar geyser supplies the
hot water for the new ablution cubicles, which is a first
for the staff village. In time all the old wood fired
geysers will be phased out and replaced by solar geysers.
The new rooms are spacious and comfortable and
include a small kitchen cupboard and sink.
Phase 2 will be the upgrading of the communal ablution
facilities into ablution cubicles as well as a communal
laundry area.
Thanks go to Grant Lotter for designing the new rooms
and for his oversight and attention to detail during the
construction phase. Thanks also to Hannes Potgieter for
helping with the sourcing and quantifying of building
materials.

Function
In honor of the staff and with thanks to their contribution in
fighting the huge fire in August, we had a special function.
The chairman, Mike Beaumont and board member, Grant
Lotter, attended the function. Mike gave thanks on behalf of
the board and members to the staff for their heroic efforts in
saving the units and infrastructure from the fire. It was also
a chance for the staff to tell their stories and experiences of
the fire.
Our thanks go to the members who provided the finances
for this special function.
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